HHSOM Common Hour Open Mic

Fall 2021 Guidelines

What is it:

The HHSOM Open Mic series is a component of Common Hour, select Wednesdays at 1:50pm in Hodgson Hall, that allows students to perform live for each other in a relaxed and informal setting. For Fall 2021, we will have four Open Mic sessions: September 8, October 13, November 10, and December 1.

Where is it:

The Open Mic will be in Hodgson Hall unless otherwise specified.

How do I sign up:

You can sign up for the Open Mic performance by filling out the Google Doc - information requested will be your name, e-mail, piece title/composer, piece length, and other information. Performance slots will usually be filled first come first serve, and the number of openings will be determined by piece lengths. Please keep music selections less than 10 minutes.

https://forms.gle/9UMFme4u6Y8Gx2r76

Logistics:

If selected to perform, you will be notified via e-mail with date and an approximate order. In case of last-minute cancellation, please be ready to play at any point during the hour block. Along with the more informal nature of these performances, there will not be a written program - instead, you will simply announce what you are about to play before you play it.